
How To Win
The Talent War



The Great Resignation                                                        and a
highly competitive labor market have
made attracting and retaining talent a
major challenge for employers. To meet
it, many are following a basic strategy:
Ask people what they want and try to give
it to them. Temptingly simple as this
response is, it can be 
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Approaching employee
attraction and retention as a
system helps create a clear
narrative that reduces us-
versus-them tensions between
managers and their reports. It
moves the organization from
reacting to the demands of the
moment - whether they're for
signing bonuses or remote work
- to creating an environment
that enables people to reach
their full potential. 



When you examine employee engagement, don't focus just on scores;
also investigate the causes of changes. A rise in intent-to-leave
scores, for instance, may be driven by either a perceived lack of
growth opportunities or a feeling of being disconnected from
colleagues. Each cause has different iimplcations for action.

What Should Leaders Do?
Assess what your company has and what your employees need.

Make sure managers and their reports are discussing the employee
value proposition in an integrated way. If you are explicit about how
the factors are related, it will reduce disagreements and
misunderstandings around the "why" underlying key decisions. Don't
just announce the policy; explain why it's necessary for the company
and how it will benefit employees over the short and long term.  

Change the conversation.

Recruiting and onboarding
By determining whether the needs of potential  employees are
aligned with those of the company, you can reduce costly hiring
mistakes.
In onboarding new hires, avoid "Rah, rah, let us tell you about our
culture" sessions; instead show how your culture supports
individual development and the organizational mission.

Managing Performance
Considering building your assessments around questions that
encourge employees to think broadly about their work: how does
my work contribute to the organizational purpose? What
learning and development opportunities am I pursuing, and how
do I support others on our team and their learning? 

Continually Update
Employees needs are dynamic and should be reassessed on a
regular basis. Ongoing measurement is vital to evaluating how
relationships among factors in the system may shift as
reinforcing loops or tensions strengthen over time.

Setting and Adjusting Policies
When introducing a new policy, point out how it affects the four
factors of the  employee value proposition. Avoid backlash like
Apple experienced when they had to pull back a mandate for 3
days a week in the office when 1,000 employees called it
inefficient, inflexible and a waste of time.



Adapted from Rethink Your Employee Value Proposition Offer our people more
than just flexibility, Harvard Business Review, Jan. - Feb. 2023


